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Proposals To Be Taken To Faculty

Referendum Deemed Successful
The Thursday <December 3)
Student Council Referendum
was deemed successful in every
way . There were a total of 1657
ballots cast with 36 per cent of
the 4525 undergraduates voting.
Student opinion showed definite
patterns wh i ch _ will give
significance to Student Council
proposals which will be taken to
the faculty later this month for
their consideration.
79 per cent
FAVORED DEGREE PLAN
79 per cent of the undergraduates favored the
degree plan as presented in the
Referendum. There were
1292 students voting yes while
:143 were opposed . The freshmen
favored it by R3 per cent with 25
per cent of their class voting,
the sophomores favored it by 79
per cent with 41 per cent of their
class voting, the juniors favored
it by 79 per cent with 40 per cent
voting, and the seniors favored
it by 76 per cent with 36 per cent
of their class voting. There were
44 graduate students with 40 of
them in favor of the plan.
The freshman votes shows
they want to plan ahead and the
senior vote indicates they
reali ze the advantages of the
plan even though they would not
be helped now.
The
Engineer in g
Management Department has
been using the plan previous to
the referendum: their department voted R5 per cent in favor

n·

oe

of the plan with 33 per cent
voting.
Other significant break·
downs are as follows:
CE Freshmen, 25 per cent
voting, 90 per cent in favor.
ME Freshmen, 26 per cent
voting, 92 per cent in favor:
Ch E Dept., 40 per cent voting,
HI per cent in favor:
Cer E Dept., 51 per cent
voting, 95 per cent in favor.
The followi ng three departments includes over 50 percent
of the total undergraduates on
campus.
ME Dept. , :33 per cent voting ,
HO per cent in favor.
EE Dept., 33 per cent voting,
HI per cent in favor.
CE Dept., 31 per cent voting,
H:l per cent in favor.
The vote according to schools
shows tha t they favor the
degree plan to the following
extent:
SCHOOL
OF
ENGINEERING 33 per cent
voting , HI per cent in favor with
each department in favor.
SCHOOL OF' MINES & MET
35 per cent voting , 73 per cent in
favor with each department in
favor.
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE, 38
per cent voting 71 per cent in
favor with each department in
favor.
LIBERAL ARTS. 26 per cent
voting, 71 per cent in favor with
HUMANITIES not in favor.

OVEB !III PEB CENT F'AVOn
CEI\T FBEE l ' NI\".

Over 90 percent of the undergraduates were in favor of
having the Centennia l Free
University ( 1383 of 1532). There
were H5 per cent in favor of
having it the first part of the
second semester ( 1271 of 1501).
NOTE
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON
CENTENNIAL FREE UNIVERSITY IN THE EDITION.
xx PEB ('EI\TWANT
nBOI' Bl 'LE CHANGED
88 per cent of the vote inddicated a desire for a dellnlLe
change in the six-week drop rule
as it stands now. 40 per cent
favored this order: Firstel fective immediate before
fin,lis week, Second-effective
two weeks after mid-semester,
third·,ix
weeks
with
a
knowledge of your grade. But 48
per cent voted two weeks after
mid·,emester for their first
prefer ence. This additional
tally was due to 2:l per cent of
the students who voted who
could not read the instructions
and marked their ballots incorrectly on this item. They
only checked their first
preference in stead of li st ing
them first. second. and third.

•

first time judging was done by
music instructors, two from
UMH and one from Rolla High
School , to insure topnoted
judgement on quality , tone and
technique.
In the chorus division , Tau
Kappa Epsilon's hardhat skit
followed by "Standing on the
Corner" won first place, and

cent in favor of ABCD choices.
The preference of the two
systems was 71 per cent in favor
of ABCD passing, F failing .
The Student Counci l will
provide more comp lete interpretation and additional
statistics at the beginning of
next semester.

!I~.:; PEB (,EI\1' FA \'OHED
PASS FAIL

92.5 per cent of students
voting were in favor of some
Pass-Fail system.

Sig Pi And TEKE Win IFC Sing
This year over half the
fraternities put together fifteen
songs to make a great start to
Christmas party weekend . Skits
from L ambda Sigma sorority
and the !FC Sing Committee
helped round out the program
along with music from "The
Drifters" and jokes from John
Stucker, the emcee. For the

76 per cent were in favor of
ABCD passing with F failing
and 30 per cent were in favor of
ABC passing with DF failing. 62
per cent wanted ABCD passing
and did not want ABC passing.
There were 14 per cent in laVOi
of both choices. The preference
of the two systems was 71 per

Kappa Sigma's presentation 01
"Confidence" won second. In
the quartet division, Sigma Pi
won with their arrangement of
"You Were On My Mind" for
the third year in a row with
Kappa Sig and TKE tying for
second , all reflecting the
cheerful spirit of the weekend.

Student Council member hands out ballots and
information sheets.

Free University Takes Place
If the number of people that
indicated they were in favor of
Centennia l Free University on
last Thursday's referendum
actually participate in the
project. attendance promises to
b(' vcry good. Of the nearly 1600
people that voted in the
r('i"('rendum, J:lH2 were in favor
of hav ing Centennial Free
l ·niversity. In addition. 1271
people preferred to have it
during the first part of second
semester.
Arter considering these
rderendum r es ults, the Ce n ·
tpnnial
Free
University
Committee has decided to hold
the project from Monday.
.January 25. through Friday
.J;lnuary 29. 1971. To avoid
conflicts with fraternity chapter
meetings and numerous other
organizationul
meetings
,ch(·duled during this week , the
time for most "classes" will be
g : IIO 1'.111 . in the evenings.
The following two "classes"
are almost completely set up
already: a class giving a
"Demonstration of the Power of

the Subconscious Mind over
Personali ty through Hypnosis."
I to be held on January 25 at 8:00
p.m. 1 and a class on some
aspect of
"Sex." Other
"classes" still being organized
arc
"~ lid·E ast
Crisis,"
··Vietnam." lor possibly a
combina tion class on the Mid·
East anri Vietnam I , the Draft,
" !looze
Making ,"
" Photography" ( creative
aspects and film processing)
At any rate by January 21. when
w('
students return to our
1)('loved UMR campus for
another exciting semester,
posters li sting th e complete
Centennial Free University
agcnda will be all over campus
so that everyone will be aware
01 exactlv what "cla sses" will
he held the following week. See
~' Oll there'

On The Inside
IN MEMORIAM
Jack Bobbi tt
Page 7
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Give Yourself AChristmas
Present - Live Through It
Changing weather and road
conditions demand increased
caution and greater alertness
on the part of drivers , it was
pointed out today by Colonel
E .I (~Iike) Hockaday , the
Superintendant of the Mi;'~ou ri
State Highway Patrol.
" Winter weather is closing in
on the State bringing driving
conditions that have not been in
eVidence over the past months .. ' Hockaday noted. "Drivers
shou ld be prepared for these
condit ion s and adjust their
drIving accordingly."
The Patrol Superintondent
sta ted tha t over 2,200 tra ffic.
accide.lts were recordcd on icy
and snowy highways in rural
Missouri last year. He added

Onistmas Comes To UMR

Thurs . Fri. Sat.
Dec. 10-12
" THE
MOONSHINE WAR"
Al an AIda &
Ri chard Widmark

cou Id ha ve been prevented if the
drivers involved had correctly
judged and adjusted to weather
and road conditions.
Colonel Hockaday warned
drivers to be ready for the first
ice conditions on the highwa ys
which often bring on a great
number of accidents across the
<;t<1t('. He said that during the
wintcr months slick roads make
quick stops <llmost impossible.
Snow tires and chains can help
prevent a skid, but the best
dclcnsl\'c 111easure is to allow
S0111C extra stopping distance.
Fogged windshields and side
II indoll's that reduce drivel'
vision will cause an increase in
111tersection ac, ;dents unless
motorists use extr a caution.
The Colon el urged drivers to
makc lise of their defrosters and
to have a side window opened
slightly to help prevent
"fogging LIP " of windows.
"Co ld and adverse weather
conditions will be m uch in
evidence during the next few
months ," Hockaday concluded,
"Ev.ery driver must be sure
that he is ready to cope wi th
these conditions and take ever y
preventive measure to prevent
being involved in a traffi c
gash. "

Wed . Thurs. Fri. Sal.
Dec. 16-19
Rated GP
" A CANNON FOR
CORDOBA"
George Peppard &
RafVallone

Sigma Phi Epsilon

From The Folks At

509 LIQUOR STORE

r

***
. Have The Best Of

II

j

Holiday Seasons

RANCO, INC. - -364-4722
364-4332

Sal
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goo
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RITZ THEATRE

!i

•
807 P me

1
Mil

S
Sun. Mon . Tues.
Dec. 13-15
Sunday Feature 1:00,
:3::35,6:15,8:55
Evening Feature at
6: :30 & 0:05
Rated G
"GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS"
Peter O'Toole &
Petula Clark

t

Finest Astro - So nic St ereo Co m pon en t System-.
model· 9296 with: solid-state Stereo FM l AM Radio .
Phano, FMS S for f in est FM reception, 150-Watts EI A
music power, two 12" Bass W oofers and two 1,Oae,
cycle Horns in Air-Suspension System, Deluxe Min'') .
matic Player, Tape Play I Record jacks, Dust cover c·
cWrabie smoked plastic included- $540IUo.

!
!

sl8l
Mili

i'"','iii'PI
W.C, FIELDS
FILM FESTIVAL
M ovi e Times:
4:00and 6:30
A collection of fi Ims of the
most beloved comedians ever to
appear in motion pictures. A
laugh r iot!

UPTOWN' THEATRE

***

Be Sure To Stock Up
On Those Christmas Spirits To Take Home

Thurs. Fri . Sat.
Dec, 10-12
No one Adm itted
Under 16 Unless
Accompani ed by Parent
Rated R
" GETTING STRAIGHT "
Elliott Gould &
Candi ce Ber gen

Sun . I\-10n . Tues.
Dec. 1 ~- 1 5
Ra ted GP
" THE
REVOL UTIONARY "
Jon Voight &
Jennifer Salt

Wed . Thurs . Fri . Sat.
Dec. 16-19
No one Admitted
Linde r 16 Unless
Accompanied by Parent
Admission $1.25
Rated R
"BOB & CAROL &
TED & ALICE "
Natalie Wood &
Rober tCulp

A

Til
price

Cflill

APO

Thl

lor

Janu,
Ihrol
19i1

cloak
be 01:
P·III.

H,

100;;

EI-Char-Eve

Fuller Jewelry

STEAK HOUSE

The Finest In Diamonds

"We Serve lbe Greatest
Steaks ~ Town"

And Jewelry

Hwy. 63 South

U.M.R. Class Rings
715 Pine St.

:14-_

364-2142

Open Your Savings
Account Today
MAR,( ]) I D

Rolla, Mo.

Come Out AmI See The New 1971

GREMLIN

ROLLA
STATE BANK
DOWNTOWN
City R~ute 44W

364-3786

""-c_ .........

210 W. 8th St.

HlLCREST
Hwy. 72 At Rucker

Janu:

70
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Scabbard And Blade To
Sponsor Annual Ball
The annual Scabbard & Blade
Military Ball will be held on
Saturday, February 13 , 1971.
Plans are now in an advanced
state in anticipation of the best
Military Ball ever.
Several changes have been
made in the Ball in order to
insure everyone who attends a
good time and memorable
occasion. The Ball will be held
in the Student Union this year.
There should be no problem in

finding either the dance or a
place to park.
The Queen will- be elected by
those purchasing tickets to the
Ball . If a person buys a ticket
but is unable to attend, he may
still vote by depositing his ticket
in a box that will be in the
Student Union the week prior to
the Ball.
Tickets for the Ball this year
will be $~.f)() per couple, which is
$.75 less than last year. Tickets

Marty Bowin
Elect By Blue Key
\1,11'1111

G ROWII1. a graduate

~ll'ch " nical

Engineering
~tunent 1'1'0111 Memphis , Ten·
n('ssee. has been selected as
Blu(' hpy 's Man of the Month for
Nov('mber.

I\larty has been active as both
Secreta ry of Blue Key and the
UMR Student Council. His
activities have led him into
numerous other honorary ,
profe ssional , and service
organi zation s such as Theta
Tau , Pi Tau Sigma, Phi Eta
Sigma , Alpha Phi Omega , M·
Club , and Intercollegiate
Knights where he has served as
Plengemaster, Vice President,
and President.
I\larty received the AUSA
~'reshman Cadet Award and
was chosen to Who 's Wh.o
Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities last
vear. 'Marty has also served on
the Student Centennial Events
Committee and the Student
Traffic Safety Committee.
i\larty's high grades reflect the
fact that his activities have not
deprived him of valuable study
time .

APO In Book Game
Tired of paytng exorbitant
prices for books7 Beat the h igh
cost by buying used books at the
APO B90kstore.
The APO Bookstore will open
for business on Thursday
January 21, 1971 and continue
through Friday, January 29,
1971 in the Student Union
cloakroom. The bookstore will
be open from 9:00 a.llI . to 4:00
I!.III. naily.
If you ha ve books to sell. the
bookstore will be open Monday,
January IH, 1971 to Wednesday,

.I'l/lUary :W, 1971 (I: 00 p.m . to
~ :OIlp.m.) to receive books only.
You may also bring books into
-;ell after the bookstore has
opened .
Receipts on the books sold by
the bookstore may be picked up
from Monday, February I, 1971
thru Friday, February 12, 1971
at the APO Office on the second
fioorintheStudent Union. No
refunds will be made after
February 12.
So SAVE YOUR MONEY for
Party weekends --BUY BOOY<::
FROM APO .

are on sale in the Student Union
this week and will again be on
sale the two weeks prior to the
Ball.
There is some confusion as to
the proper dress for the Military
Ball, with the idea that it is
necessary to wear a tuxedo
comp letely untrue . Proper
dress will be semi-formal. This
means the dress for guys is a
dark suit or better. while the
girls may wear short cocktail or
party dress or better. Many
girls enjoy the opportunity to
dress up in their long formals
and this is encouraged .
In order to avoid a repetition
of last year, a band has already
signed a contract for the Ball .
"The Chateaux ," a band from
St. Louis, will be performing . A
tape of the band 's music will be
played on KMSM·FM , begin ·
ning shortly, so that everyone
will have an opportunity to hea r
the band before the Ball.
The Military Ba ll is not jus t
for ROTC cadets , but is instea d
for all Miners . Everyone is
invited to attend and enjoy the
Ball, so begin now making plans
to attend.

'More News

~

Views

~.O-()

~

UHIYIISITY Of MISSOUII -

IOU A

SECOND FRONT PAGE
•

Senators Explore UMR
UMR is a school with a proud
tradition. However, the ability
to live up to our past is
be.coming
an
increasing
problem as the cost of
operations rise while our funds
seem to steadily wane. Last
Werlnesctay our adm inistration.
facuity . and students. were all
abie
voice UM R 's needs to
sen~r" I of our present and
future legislators.
The day began at 7 : ~ a.m . on
Werlnesday morning at a break·
fast which wplmmprl thp newlv

to

electen state representatives .
Their stop at Ul'vIR was one of
many as they took the
traditional tour Ii the sta te
prior to taking office. The
breakfast was co-hosted by
Chancellor Baker and Student
Council President Chuck La
Jeunesse. who gave the new
legislators notice of our needs
from both an administrative
ann a student standpoint. State
Representative Dick
Smallwood from SI. James also
addressed the erolln ~nn

commented tha t he felt the
student body here should be
recognized and commended for
its fine reputation both in and
out of the classroom. Special
mention was made of our needs
for classroom and laboratory
space , our inadequately staffed
and furnished library , and
gymnasium , and our over
loaded faculty. The freshmen
legislators then were given a
quick tour of the campus which
allowed them to see for
(Continued on page 5)

f ••••

Parks, Pigeons, People
And UMR Students

The U~IR Park Board was set
up four years a~o as a non·
profi t corpora tion chartered
under the laws of the State of
~lissouri. Its formal name is
~liner Enterprises . Inc. The
general purpose of the Board is
to provide facilities and ser·
vices for the students of the
liniveristv of Missouri·Rolla
but its spe~ific aim at present is
to find land and money
availabll' to set up a student· .
owned park, a place where
Miners can go for the various
stunent activities without
bothering the townspeople and
in turn not being bothered by
them .
However. this year things are
looking up for the board. Land
ami funds are both becoming
.wailable. The proposed site for
the l)llrk at. present is a 40 acre
plot approximately 4.5 miles
from tilt' city limits on Highway
BB 'lfllh SI. I. The initial cost of
till' );an.1 woulc. be Sl6.fHlU .and

1

•

development of it would raise
the figure considerably. At
present. the Board has almost
$5.()(KI in donations including a
$:moo pledge from GDI and
money from a benefit outing
sponsored by ICC. The Board
has a long way to go and hopes
that ('very individual and
organization will support the
Board both in spirit and in
money.
The Board consists of 12
peopl e. 6 senior and 6 junior
members . 'e ach member s er ·
ving 2 years. Each year the 6
junior members are chosen
campuswide. consisting of 2
members from fraternities. 2
from eating clubs. I from
~lRHA. and I member not af·
fili,ltt'd with any of the above
organizations. Anyone in·
terested in becoming ~ member
of the Boanl or having questions
about it sbould contact Terrv
Uonz.· at :!I)·H:!I!9.
.

f·

from left)
Dick Smallwood (center), legislator from St. James, visit with three
representatives of the House Appropriations Committee while on a' tour of the
UMR Campus Wednesday, December 2. 'The three are Clarence H. Heflin
<left), Howard M. Garrett and Vernon E. Betz. The on sight visit was in
connection with the capital improvement request or the University of
Missouri.
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Our Man Hoppe

IJ N ER

The Run-AlNay Machine

Editor

Roger Ellis . . ; • .

\'\,IIA T E\"ER IIAPPENED TO FINALS',".".'
WHAT E\'EH HAPPENED TO FINAl. WEEK'!"?'!
WIIAT EYER HAPPENED TO DEAD WEEK'!'!"?"?

Last year the faculty, afta- a school wife referendum, decided to
accept the idea of making final exams optionallo the ·discret ion of
the instructor. However, they didn't accept the idea of a dead week
to be the la st week of the semester, in which review sessions could
be held in preparation for a final exam.
This year has turned into chaos, there are many students who
have four or more exams this week plus the same amount of finals
to study for others will have taken all of their exams before final
week and be on their way home , and many others will be so lucky as
to have that last test in every class on the last day of the semester
and then have to prepare for the same amount of final exams.
Many instructors have tried to give a.' extra test so they could be a
nice guy and not give a final , however , thi~ extra test comes the last
week of school wh ile you are taking all of these other ex tra tests
and studying for the finals that have been moved up a week from
final week.
The whole situation is about as STUPID as the Physic and
Computer Science Departments giving test on Saturdays ..
BOBBITT LOAN FUND
Upon the very untimely death of Prof. Jack Bobbitt a loan fund
was established in his honor. The "Jack Bobbitt Student
Emergency Loan Fund" is exactly what it says, the fund will
provide mon ies to students in times of emergency. Students were a
very important part in the life of Mr . Bobbitt and his family and
friends feel that he would have wanted such a fund established to
aid studen ts in need.
Any and all donations can be sent to Dr. Lynn Martin, 204 Rolla
Bldg, Rolla, Mo. 65401.

Once upon a tim e the people
of Wonderful and worshipped
Effic iency . And over the years
they labored to build a huge a nd
ingen ious Efficiency Machine.
It was the greatest machine
the world had ever see n . And
the most efficient, too .
Whereas it used to take a
Wonderfulander an hour to
wash dishes, a day to hew a path
or a week to build a wagon, The
Efficiency Machine would turn
out far superior products in oneeighteenth the time .
From its spouts there poured
a veritable tr.easure trove of
disposabl e paper plates, concrete, automobiles, television
sets, aspirin tablets and pingpong balls
The people were terribly ,
terribly proud of their Efficiency Machine. ··It gives us
wha tE-ver we want," they sa id,
"a long with th e leisure time to
e njoy life."
At least tha t's what they said
at first.
But as the yea rs passed , the
Efficiency Machine grew
bigger. The bigger it was, the
more goods it could produce.
And, as this was its only aim, it
grew bigger. And Bigger. And
BIGGER .
By now it was spewi ng forth
more disposable plates tha n the
people cou ld dispose of, more

~orum
Recently the Iranian people
ha ve raised a new wave of
struggle against the Shah's
government. As a result the
government has taken severe
and unjust action suppressing
the people's movement.
For example:
1. They have arrested and
tortured students from th e
Universities and eve n murdered some students, including
~ Ir. Nick Davodi, an engineer
from the Polytechnic Institute
of Tehran.
2. They have suppressed the
right to free speech, especially
religious leaders who have
criticized the government. A
~Ios l em
priest , Aiat-AlahSaeedi, was tortured a nd killed
for this reason.
:1. Liberal politicians such as
Dr. Sheibani have been arrested
on phony charges.
4. Arresting a group of
Iranian patriots who were going
to join the
Palestinian
movement. They have all been
tried in secret military court
a nd four of them are facing the
death penalty now.
5. Coincidentally the house of
an activist Iranian student was
burned in London while he has
been at work translating a book
about the Shah's secret police.
His life has been threatened .
These actions have caused the
Iranian Students Confederation
to step up its activities of exposing the Shah's government
for what it rea lIy is. Consequently, Mr. Rezaee, a
representative of the Confederation accompanied by Dr.
Hi ldman, its legal counsel (a
member of the International
Committee
for
Political
Prisoners) was sent to Iran in
ordcr to obta in some more
information about the 20,000
po li tical prisoners who have
been put in jails that are worse
than tige rc ages. After the

regime found out about the
documents which had been
ob ta i ned from
pri soners'
families by Mr. Rezaee and Dr.
Hildman , they ordered the two
to leave the country. Our information indicates that Mr.
Rezaee was then kidnapped on
the way to the a irport by the
secret pol ice . All documents
have been taken from Dr.
Hildman a nd he left the country
for Europe where he held a
press conference in Germany
and England which exposed the
true nature of the reactionary
regime of Iran.
We, the members of the
Iranian Students Association of
UM R , ha ve the f ollowi ng
demands to be met by the
regime of Iran a nd we ask all
concerned students and faculty
to - join this defense campaign to free Mr. Rezaee.
Our demands are tha t the
government of Iran give:
1. Information about his
whereabouts .
2. Reason for his arrest.
:1. The exact date of his trial.
4. Permission for an International observer to participate in his trial.
5. Revocation of the death
penalty for four Iranian patriots

who attempted to join the
Palestinian
Liberation
Movement.
6. Permission for a group of
Confederation Of Iranian
student representatives to visit
the Iranian political prisoners.
7. Reasons for torturing to
death Aiat-Alah-Saeedi a nd Mr.
Nick
Davodi,
and
imprisonment of Dr. Sheibani.
To help us please write to the
Iranian Embassy, 3005 Mass.
Ave. Washington, D .C.
December 25, 1984
Dear Society,
A baby is born today.
Is it a beginning?
If so, a beginning to what
end?
The baby is raised to the age
of fi ve in the controlled envi ronme nt of his parents in
preparation for a goal. This goal
is that he will be able to go out
into hi s first society. This
society is that a other fi ve year
olds. Aga in , he is under the
controlled environment of a
teacher. He must lea rn to get
along with other five yea r olds.
Why? The answer is that he is
being <k>ve loped so that some
day he will be able to go out into
society on hi s own. In the

co ncr e t e than there were
mountain meadows to pave, a nd
more auto mobil es than there
were parking places.
"Well ," sa id the people
frowning, "a t leas t it gives us
more time to e njoy life."
But , of co urse, by now, The
Efficiency
Machine
h ad
befouled the streams <it didn't
drink ), polluted the air (it didn't
brea the ) and scraped away all
the wildflowers (for it neither
saw nor smelled.)
The people began to grumble.
"Why don't those in control of
our wonderful Efficiency
Machine do something," they
demanded. But nobody , it
turned out, was in control.
You
see,
t he
Wonderfulanders , who used to work
for themselves, now all worked
for the Machine.And while each
was nominally in control of his
small or large part, none was in
control of the whole .
So the people began to r ea li ze
that what th ey had on their
hands was a mindless, runaway machine.
The Conservatives demanded
that it be s low e d down. But
there were no brakes. The
Liberals demanded it be fixed.
But there were no a dequate
tools. The Radicals demanded it
be blown up. But the Mac hi ne
had efficient defenses to take
care -of the likes of them.
mcantime what a re his parents
doing ? Th ey are also working.
" If I get thi s raise, I wi ll be able
to bu y an air cond iti oner. For
what? The a nswe r is so that I
can be more comfortable while
I wa it to die. But I won't buy this
ai r cond itioner if I have to spend
some money out of our son's
educational fund. After all he
must have a good education."
Wh v? The answer is obvious. So
that he ca n make money and be
able to buy a n air conditioner
and be more comfor table while
he wa its to di e . If he gets a good
enough ed ucation he will be
sure and be com fortable while
he prepares hi s so n to be
comfortable.
A son will complete his
education. /I. football team will
win after many long hours of
practice . A mountain lion will
catch a rabbit after many hours
of obscrving hi s mother do it.
What do all of these things have
in common ? Answer: They are
all goals. Death is a goal. It is
the goal of life. But a father can
observe his son graduate, a
coach can watch his team win, a
mother lion can watch her son
catch a rabbit. Who watches a
person di e?
To a normal person death just
seems to be an end. A complete
halt of existence. If this is true ,
what is the purpose of life? If no
one is able to observe a football
team win , if no one would
acknowledge this win, then

(Ine wi se man, Carl Reich,
pointed out tha t The Machine
produced only what the people
wanted . So, if people would only
wa nt less, it would produce less.
Unfortunately, while it
proved easy to convi nce the
man wi th two cars that he didn 't
want three , it was h a rd to
persuade the man with none
that he didn't want one.
"After all," each man said,
"w hat does one more ca r or
paper plate or ping-pong ball
matter ?"
Th e n it was too late . The
Machine, to be more efficient,
produced a Thinking Machine,
which the scienti sts understood.
It , in turn , produced a better
Thinking Mach ine, wh ic h a few
scientists understood. And it, in
turn, produced an even better
Thinking Machine, wh ich no one
understood.
And these machines, being
dedicated solely to Efficiency
like all machines, produced at
last a Totally Efficient World.

•

one

In it, there was no grass nor
trees, no grief nor joy, no tears
norlaughter-and , ofcourse, no
human beings. For, as any
machine will tell you, they're
the most inefficient things of all.
Mora l : Efficiency is a great
help in getting you where you 're
going--if you know where you're
going.
what is the purpose of playing?
This question mu st be on the
mind of a ll conscious entities.
There have been many answers . Heave n , Vallhala, and
the happy hunting ground are
just three goals inves ted by men
to answer this question. No one
asks to be born. But after they
taste life, they don 't want to let
go. Why ? If they truly believed
in their own invented goal which
is always better than life as they
know it, why do they put up with
the many misa-ies of life?
The Christian religion is a
good example. The Bible says to
have complete faith in God. If
there is some purpose to lie then
this must be a lie. If a person is
in a hot room , and is shown the
way to a cooler one, then he w'ill
walk out of the hot room, into
the cool e r one . If one has
complete faith in God , a nd truly
believes in a more pleasant
existence after death , then he
would end his own life . You may
say " Wait,.God says not to take
your own life." Why doesn't he
want you to do this? Is he
developing you for something?
Then the earth must be one big
controlled environment. And
the babies that are born and die
son, and the people that are
born and cannot think for
themselves are very lucky .
They just won the football game
without even one practice.
Sincerely,
The Old Bearded One
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By .Jerry Norton

One of the funniest things
Joan Baez sa id in her recent
Playboy intervi ew was that she
wasn't paying some 80 per cent
of her taxes because that's how
much was going to defense .
Joan 's is an extreme example of
the th in k ing that bel ieves that
there needs to be a ··shift in
prior ities" from defense to
domestic spending , and that the
de fense budget is a bloa ted , outof -control monster.
In point of fact a shift in
prioriti es has been go ing on
since 1959. At tha t time defense
expenditures were 51 per cent of
the tota l federal budget. By 1969
they 'd rleclined to 44 per cent,
and will drop to 36 per cent in
1971. I\iaybe , Joan is basing her
fig ures on World War II?
In dollar terms , of course, the
defense budget has increased.
It was $46.6 billion in 1959: it
was $1\1.2 billion in 1969. There
will be a hefty cut in 1971,
dropp ing it to $7:1.6 billi on.
That rlollar increase has to be
we ighed aga inst a federal
budget that has grown from
under $100 billion in 1959 to well
over $2011 billion in 1971. When
infl ation is subtracted from the
defense budget , the _ fact
emerges that real doll ar expenrlitllres for defense--outside
of Viet na m--have grown virtua ll y not at all for more than 10
yea rs , and have decl ined
considerably as a percentage of
the federal budget and of the
gross n;,tional product. F inally,
as the 1971 budget indicates. as
the war wi nds down Vietnam
spending is ll1deed being
sh ifterl not to other parts of the
defense budget, but to domestic
neerls.
This may all be good news to
liberals, who see carrying out
utopian schemes at home as
more important than defending
the country from its ··enem ies,"
who after all , are mere mirages
crea ted by the del uded minds of
conserv a ti ves.
other
countries,
unfortunately for the liber a l
version of the world , have not
been behaving over the past
decade as though they are
unconcerned
about
their
military strength _The Soviet
Union has been rapidly building
its defenses to the point where
America's strategic lead of the
1950's and early 1960's has
disa eared.

!! ,.

',.00.

The USSR has 220 early model
ICB M's to America's 54: 800
s mall ICBM's to America 's
1000: :100 large ICBMs to
Am eri ca's none: 300 sub
la un ched cruise missiles tc
America's none: and, 2110 sub
laun c he d ballistic missiles to
ou r 656. The US . has 550 B-52s
to the Sov iet Union 's 200 long
range bombers, but that lead is
unimpressive
when
the
sophisti ca tion of today's a nti a ir craft defense system is
considered , not to mention the
continuing phase-out of the B52. It would also be noted that
the Sov iet
war he ads are
genera ll y far more pow erful
tha n the American.

I\la ny people consider nuclear
war too horri ble to contempla te ,
but the horror of nuclear war is
the very reason why it 's important to consider whether our
defenses a r e adequate to
discourage any enemy attack.
The kind of th inking that goes,
·"I'm against the war in Vietnam. The m il itary is fighting
the war in Vietnam. Therefore,
I'm aga inst the military." is
both irrational and dangerous.
The basic purpose of the
military is to defend the
cOllntry. That need ex isted
before Vietnam and it wi ll ex ist
a fter Vietnam , a nd it's a need
that should remain among the
nation 's highest priorities, if the
country is to survive·.
As House Speaker John
McCormack put it , if there's
going to be a mistake in
military spending , better the
mistake be on the side of more
defense, not less, than is
n~essary .
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Dear Hortense ,
What is th e secret of your
ability to sneak thru a
multilevel word play every
single week?
Just wondering
Dear Just.
It 's
simply
cunning
_ lingu istics.
Howdy HoI'.
As a concerned member of
th e DDR's. I would lik e to
correct an error in the MINER
a co uple of weeks ago. Our
hairy zero. I mean hero, has a
license plate that rea ds
"DANCE". not ··DANDY"!
Come on , Hor, and pull your
. head out.
Sincerely,
A Concerned Remnant
of the Dan DeRiemer
~'anClub

THE MISSOURI MINER il the oHiciQI publication of the ltudentl
.o f the University of Milsouri - Rollo_ It II publilhed at Rollo, MD.,.
every Wedneocloy during the schoo' yeor_ Entered 01 _nd clall
maIMr february 8. 1945. at the POll Office at Rollo, MD _ 65401,
under the Act of March· 3. 1-879 . . The lubscriptlon il $1.25 per
.......ter_ Thil MissOuri Miner fealure. aclivitiel of the Stude....
and faculty of UMR.
A$SOCIATEO COlLEGIATE PRESS RATING, FifOl CI'!I"

GLENN JENSEN
Sports Edi..,..

Signs of the Times

••••

So me contend th a t s uch
figures of relat ive st r ength
mean little, s ince both sides
hav!' sufficient mega tonnage to
more than destroy each other
a nd a good deal of the rest of the
world. What they don't cons ider
is that if one nation had
adequate anti-missile defenses,
a nd the other didn't, most of the
la tter 's weap ons wou ld be
deci mated by a n enemy first
stri ke, a nd most of what did get
off the grounrl woul d be stopped
by the e nemy's defenses.
American scientists may
qu·e s tion the value of the ABM,
but the Soviets have been
deploying them for seve ral
years .

ifIVE R

_vasm
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Dear Remnant ,
To overuse a sign of the
times: What do you want - good
grammar or good taste?
Dear Hortense.
The Darn Stockstill Group as
we have reluctently decided to
call - ourselves is up the
proverbial creek. According to
a school administrator who
shall remain nameless (but
whose initials are L.M.l, an
anonymus student has given
him information which reflects
adversely on Old Darn . He
refuses to give out information
rather than jeopardize the case.
But we have discovered
through some undercover work
by the Good Seed that he has
been linked to the destruction of
both the Old Chern Building fire
and the dest r uction of the old
Traffi c Safety Headquarters.
What do you know about this?
The Two-Member Strong

Darn Stockstill Group
Dear DS'ers.
Darn ' I forgot to tell them
about Theta Zi.
Dear Hortense.
It is be ing rumored that the
dates of some of next
semester·s CD! meetings have
been cha nged. Is thi s true? And
whal"s this about a floa t des ign
contest"?
Rogerno Chemonowski
Dear Rog . .
U-s all true. A quick che ck
with
the
Independent's
President showed that the
January 2sth meeting will be
held on February 2nd which is a
Tuesday so as not to interfere
with the free University . Also
the ~'ebruary 22nd meeting will
be held on March I in order not
to compete with the Warrensburg Basketball game_ Be sure
to change those da tes on your
Theta Tau calendar.
Designs for a St. Pat's float
and new GO! sweatshirts should
be placed in the GO! mailbox at
the Candy Counter. First prize
for each is $IU.
Dear Readers,
Speaking of Theta Tau
calendars. wouldn ' t it be a great
idea if Theta Tau would compile
a list of all sports events ,
university activities, student
union board lectures, and any
other long range activities
before asking organizations to
pick meeting nights ? Then they
could start with large ,
established organizations such
as Student Council, IFC , ICC .
GD I. and the Student Union
Boa rd for meeting nights so that
sma ll e r organizations could

plan around these. How many
tim es have you had three
meetings scheduled on the same
night? 11011' about it Theta Tau?

Senators Explore UMR
(Continued from page 3)
themselves whe r e increased
state support was sorely
neede d .
The
brea kf ast
prese nl<d ions and th e tour
tol;.l llcd two hours time and the
future state ser va nts were off.
It 's o nl ~· hope tha t these men
were genuinely impressed with
the urgency of our needs .
Later on that morning a
subcommittee of the House
Appropriation Committee came
to Rolla to ascertain what funds
should go to our institution_ We
were being weighed with all
other state institutions for our
divyof the 250 million dollar
bond issue for higher education
Jroposed by Governor Hearnes.
Before this bond goes to a
referendum, the House Appropriations Comm iUee will
help decide how this $250 million
will be divided so that voters
will know exactly where this
money is goi~. Following a
tour very similar to the one
mentioned earlier the committee had an informal meal
with the Chancellor and several
other UMR representatives to
further discuss our financial
problems. This Committee
seemed quite responsive to our
problems and claimed they
would represent wr cause at
the meeting of the entire House
Appropriat ions Committee.
All in all, the day seemed a
good one for UMR. But this
optimism ca n mly be made real
through help from our state
legislators. Let 's hope they feel
we've earned it as much as we
feel we have.
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Our Growing Population Controlled Or Extinguished?
hy Joy -Ellen Lipsky
'"The population pf the world,
now somewhat in excess of 3
bi II ion persons , is growing at
about 2 percent a year , or f aster
than at any other peri od in
nian's history. While ther e has
been a stead y increase of
population growth in the past
two or three centuries , during
the pas t 20 yea rs it has been
especially rapid. To appreciate
the pace of population growUl
we should recall that work
population doubled in about 1700
years from the time of Christ
until the middle of the 17th
century; it doubled again in
about 200 years, doubled again
in less than 100, and, if the
current ra te of population increase were to remain constant,
would double every 35 years.
Moreover, this rate is still increasing.
Although the current 2 percent a year does not sound like
an extraordinary rate of increase,
a
few
simple
calculations demonstrate that
such a rate of increase in
human population, could not
possibly continue for more than
a few hundred years .Had this
rate existed from the time of
Christ until now, the world
population would have increased in this period by a
factor of about 7 x 10 to the 16th
power; in other words, there
would be abou t 20 million i ndividuals in place of each
person now alive, or 100 people
to eac h square foot.If the
present world population should
continue to increase a t its
present ra te, then, within two
centuries, there will be more
than
150 billion
people.
Calculations of this sort
demonstrate without question
not only that the current contin ued increase in the ra te of
population growth must cease
but also this long term
prognoois: Either the birth rate
of the world must come down or
the dea th ra te must go back
up. " (The G>rowth of World
Population , 1963)
War , pestilence, and famine
have always been the most
effective population regulators.
"Rapid improvement in public
health, advances in agriculture,
and
impro ved
transport
systems have temporarily
reduced the efficacy
of
pestilence and famine as
population regulators. Improved technology has , on the
other han d, greatly increased
the potential of war as a
population control device. Indeed, it has given us the means
for self-extermination."
It now seems inevitable that
death through starvation will be
at least one factor in the coming
increase in thc death rate, In
the absence of plague or war, it
may be the major factor. " (The
Population Bomb, 1968 ) Incidentally, if it were possible to
compute all the war deatll5
down through the ages, it would
on I y take four days to ma ke up
the di fferenc e in popula tion.

It takes no mathematical
wizard to figure out that as the
population increases there will
be less room to grow food. With
less room, the amount of food
will eventually become a
decreasing function compared
to the population. "It may be
fair ly pronounced, therefore,
considering the present average

state of the earth, the mea ns of
subsistence. under
circumstances
the
most
favoura ble to human industry,
could not possibly be made to
increase faster than in arithmetic ratio ." (An Essay on the
Principle of Population , 1878)

When the I ast of each species
dies. there will be no way to
bring them back. Extinction is
absolute. There is no return.
Once this happens, the whole
ecological system WIJ! collapse
and we shall surely be doomed.

There will also be less room for
\\~ldlife to roam. Even in 1970,
ma ny s peci es are becoming
extinct because of theirinability
to cope with man--his pollution,
hi s carelessness , and his
relentless urge to plunder.

"Effective voluntary control
of family size essentially
depends upon the successful
interactions of two variables:
level or intensity of motivation
al'J the availability and utility
of procedures. When moLvation

is high and sustained, difficult
procedures for contro lling
fertility
can
be
used
successfully ,
but
when
motivation is weak and erratic,
simple procedures that impose
few demands are essential.
Quite obviousl y , any comprehensiveprogram for solving
population problems must work
with both these variables , must
seek to enhance motivation and
also to improve procedures for
voluntary control of fertility."
(The
Growth
of
World

Population, 1963)
"We must remember, above
all, that m ore than half of the
wor ld is in m i serv now. That
alone shoul d be - enough to
galvanize up into action,
regardless of the
exact
dimensions of the future
disaster now staring Homo
sapiens in the face." (The
Popu:ation Bomb, 1968 )
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could be
the most important
year of your life. .
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life , you will want to remember this: it is not just
"a job" you are seeking-it should be the beginning of
a career. And if it is to be successful, both you and your
empl oyer must need and want each other.
To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Currently , our engineers and scientists are exploring the
ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion for every
environment ... all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial
power application. The tech nical staff working on these
programs, backed by Management's determination to
provide the best and most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm
foothold in the current land , sea, air and space programs so vital to our country's future.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully . Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities
only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities . Encou rage them to
p ush int o fi elds that have not been explored before .
Keep them reaching for a little bit more responsibility
than they can manage. Reward them well when th ey do
manage it.
Your degree can be a B .S., M.S. , or Ph .D. in:
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• AERONAUTICAL ENG INEERING
• ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS
If your degree is in another field , cons ult your college
placement officer-or write Mr. Len Black, Enginee ring
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft , East Hartfo rd,
Connecticut 06108.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT

U

DIVISION OF UNITEO AIRC R AFT CORPO R ATION
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JACK BOBBITT
The Missouri Miner wishes to
express its condolences a t the
passing of UMR Professor ,
Jack Bobbitt.
P rofessor Bobbitt had been an
assistant professor of English at
UMR since February 1963.
Noted as one of the most
popular and outstanding instructors on campus, he was
elected five times to receive the
outstanding Teachers Award.
He was recently elected to the
1970 edition of Who's Who in the
Midwest. In addition, he had
poetry published in Saturday
Review, the Midwest Quarterly,
the Poetry Bag , the Wooster
Quarterly , Contempora and
others. Three of his favorite
poems have been reprinted.

Mr. Bobbitt was born May 5.
1925 in Parkersburg , West
Virginia . After being graduated
from Lehman High School in
Canton, Ohio, he received his
B.A. degree ip English at
Wooster College in Ohio. He
received his M.A. at UMC in
1951.
Professor Bobbitt was a
member of the Modern
Language Association , a
member of the Academy of
Science , the UMC Creative
Writing Honorary and the First
Presbyterian Church. Special
memorial services will be held
at the First Presbyter ian
Church at 4:00 p.m. on January
22, 1971.

SOL US, EX CATHEDRA
By Jack Bobbitt
My study's air-conditioned, and my books
And lecture notes and monographs make me
A scholar, so they say ; for , dropping by
The house , the students give me essays a nd
Admire my holdings: "Have you read all these?"
Then, cooled, they leave--to love, drink beer, fulfill
Themselves in pairs, or trios and quartets;
While, hurtling down the years. profound in my
Big chair, I write: "Well put," "Perhaps, " " Not so ,"
" I doubt this," and "See me--you've missed the point. "

Jack Bobbitt, founder of the Rolla Handball Club
engages in the sport.
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I AM AN ASSOCIATE COWBOY
By Jack Bobbitt
"Sir," the students sometimes say as ,
Associate Professor of English, I make
My way to the Seminar Room to teach Literature of
the West: few of them are aware that I am a salty bastard
Indeed. They do not know that before I placed in my
Briefcase my bibliographic hand-{)ut ditto sheets I
Had dropped by the feed store to pick up a salt
Block with sulfur impregnation. There at the feed
tore I speak, with appropriate pauses, the necessa ry
Preliminaries before I open the trunk of my Buick : "She's
Getting green with all this rain. " "The ticks mi ght be
All over hell this year." " Hear about (he old boy who
Bought a cheap Mexican saddle and it came apart in
About two months ?" " I'll take a Saddle King or a Big Horn any
Day. At leas t they hold up. " Us cowboys talk different. And
In the seminar we speak differently. " The fronti er ," I intone,
" li es on the edge of almost everyone's imaginative hori zon ."
The students like that: they enter it in their notebooks. But then
they have one notebook only ; I have two. I keep a blooded Quarterhorse out yonder from town: next morning when I mosey
Out to grain him and snag off some ticks from undernea th
His tail, that sorrel will nicker and hot-ass it through
The field to place his halter in my outstretched right hand.
He should : I'm his buddy-buddy. I broke that bastard . My
Wife , who adm its readily that there are two sides to me ,
Who understands that duality , is scared to hell of him-And has always been ; and he knows it. But she was there
That first day, with an ambulance number in her purse.
" I'm not sure that I can watch, " she told me. But she
Watched while I threw on a good Texas saddle with bucking
Rolls like fenders . She knew he was a stallion. And she
Likes stallions. First time , that bastard nearly piled my
Ass. But he didn 't. In a way , it's like the students: either
You ride them, with proper rules , or they ride you. When
I finished, he was like to die from being slam-handled.
And so was I ; and so was she. And a rural type, watching ,
Allowed as how I didn't r ide "like no goddamn English
Professor, if you'll pardon me, lady. I didn't mean that
One piece of language. The remark, conveyed later to me
By an old quarter-horse man who had crippled over to
Watch the fight, hangs now , invisible, over my office
Desk , next to two other valuables: a good Remington
Reproduction and a Certificate for Outstanding Teacher
Of the year. Oh you full-time footnoters: permit me now
To say you would not understand ; you would not understand ,
May I suggest, this minuscule lecture , these notes ,
You infer as arrogance. I beg you: this is a mnemonic
Reminder of the validity of eros and of agape. Oh you
Good friends but ineffectual angels flapping your luminous
Wings in the void: even if you thought you saw steadily and
Whole that which hangs over my office desk, you then might
Say, "TllOse are interesting pictures. " Horseshit. Before you
See Hegel--thesis, antithesis, synthesis. How could you
Know that oftentimes at dawn we canter in a certain slant of
Light, while students in my seminar attempt to drag-ass out
Of bed . I lecture early. And-·please forgive my candor--they
And you will bad-trot through the morning (a nd the day) and
Never find the stirrups. And even if they tried , they 'd
Mount from the wrong sides, as you, good friends, as you.
I love my students. And I do in fact love you. It 's just
That I li ve life and live it sturdily. Briefcase in hand,
And ditto sheets arranged, I bow-leg into class at 8:00 a.m.
And Smile Good Morning. My contract, tucked back in my office
File next door , reads , with a figure, "Tenured. " Permit me
To say this: real tenure is a hard-ass job ; it does suggest,
Perhaps, that one's arrived . It 's more than paper , certainly.
Perhaps the school likes me. Assuredly my horse likes me.
Assuredl y my wife loves me. Rara av is , I have arrived.
Arrive with me.

NEAR WINKUM CREEK

THE
ASPEN GROW
By Jack Bobbitt
My Father , kindly Clydesdale 0/ a man ,
Moved to Montana after World War I :
Yaak Valley offered room to cough up Mustard
Gas , and Winkum Creek held whitefish , cutthroat,
Rainbows too. In peace a one-armed man
Could find himself among red fir , blue spruce,
And yellow pine while watching whitetail browse
Down on the bottom land . It was a place
To live, my Teacher·Father said. He took
His class to slopes to watch the elk and shouted
Wordsworth to the hills a nd , coughing , died
While hunting bear. The Dirty Shame Saloon
Displayed his helmet, bayonet, and fl ag,
As he had asked; a nd then they buried him
Above the creek , next to an aspen stand.
How he would sm il e to hear grandchildren ask
If elk give milk and how a bear gives oil .
How he would grin to hear that I teach Wordsworth
In a seminar. How he would nod
To hea r me say that Nature never did
Betray the heart that loved her . For he knew
The impulse from a verna l wood: hi s Long
And Holy Time is quiet as a nun.
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Independently Reviewed Improvement
GDI
GDI is sponsoring its annual
Christmas Party for the
mentally retarded children of
State School Number 23. To be
held Wednesday, December 9, it
is being put on by the Board of
Governors a nd chaired by
Margaret Spiry. The party is to
wi tness the decora tion of a tree
by the children and the Indepe ndents with decorations
made by the children. Later,
Santa Clemons is to appear to
give gifts a nd spread a little
cheer.
Though
somewhat
unheralded , this party is one of
the highlights of the year 's
activities of the children of
Number 23. Not only is it alot of
fun for the children, but if the
trend of the past parties hold
true, it is equally fun for the
Independents .
NOTE--The GDI meetings
listed to be held on 1-25-70 and 222-70 in the Theta Tau calendar
have been changed to 2-2-70
(Tuesday)
and
3-1-70
respectively . Mark
your
calendars.
INTRAMURALS
Again
dominating
the
basketball scene this year are
four Independent teams-Tech
Club (defending champions) ,
Thomas Jefferson, MRHA and
Engine Club. Each of these
teams wrapped up their leagyes
comparatively easily and have
been matched for the finals. In
the semi -finals, TJ toppled
Engine Club 51-43 and Tech
Club rolled over MRHA 51-41.
TJ meets Tech in the final with
hopes of avenging a semi-final
loss to Tech Club last year as it

MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT
WITH OUR
DOCTORS
110'"

DOCTOR FAUSTUS

Cliff's Notes are written by
scholars who know how to help
you study. Authors (predom i·
nantly Ph .D.'s) are caref ully
selected for their knowledge of
a particular play or novel - ptus
ability to interpret its plot and
characters so they will be
relevant toyeur literature course.
This careful attention to quality
has made Cliff's Notes the most·
used study aid on college
campuses nationwide. Pick the
title you need today-you'll find
it holds the key to efficient
use of your study time.

Nearly 200 titles
available at:

Campus

Book Store

lost in sudden death overtime.
Shamrock has virtua lly
clinched first place in table
tennis though the season is not
over, as it has yet to suffer its
first setback in either singles or
doubles. Tech Club has also
made an impressive showing
and should finish in the top four.
SHAMROCK CLUB
Application for membership
for the Spring Semester of 1971
are currently being accepted at
Shamrock Club at 1107 Pine
Street. Further details may be
obtained from Bob Schneider at
364-9954.

HELLER HOME
Great things have happened
to the men of the Heller Home in
recent weeks. Leading the
parade is Charlie Meyer who
served as an example of a fine
.American as he saw that
Justice was upheld and testified
in a court in Southeast Missouri
though he missed a day of class

,

and slept in a laundromat.
Undoubtably, this could not go
unrewarded a nd though there is
no direct correlation
he
received a $750 scholarship i~
Mining Engineering shortly
afterward .
The team of Nagel and
Vidinha , with the spirited
coaching and practice sessions
from the m en of the Heller
Home, swept undefeated to a
first place in the Student Union
Hearts Tournament.
Bob Schneider, house hippie
of the Heller Home and
honorary half -breed Indian
discovered that too much
"firewater" at the ICC beerbust
can lead to very interesting
results .
Lastly, Ron McVay, heralded
quarter-miler and winner of an
unequaled number of Brown
Helmet awards again received
the Brown Helmet--this time
from Santa???

Priorities
Capital
improvement
priorities of the University of
Missouri have been rearranged
to reflect higher priori ties for
two projects at UMR.
Th e r equests, which M.U .
seeks to have included in a $250
million state bond issue, were
explained in Jefferson City
by Dr . C. B. Ra tchford, acting
president of the university.
Ratchford told the House
a ppropriations committee that
uni versity officials feel a
metall urgical ,
ceramic,
engineering building and a
boiler and turbogenerator here
are among the university 's top
requests.
The turbo-genera tor already
was on the university list,

tabbed at $3 .8 million, but the
engineer ing building was not
previously on the list. Now , it 'is
included with a price tag of $3.5
million.
Another item which is being
included for the first time in the
top priority request is a $3
million veterninary medicine
complex on the Columbia
campus.
Ratchford explained that
funds were being taken out of
physical plant improvement
projects, those for renovations
and a part of a central
classroom building complex
were being selected, in order to
reflect the higher priorities for
the Rolla projects and the
veterinary building .
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If General Electric
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can build an electric tractor,
why can't they build an
electric car?
General Electric is marketing a
14-horsepower rechargeable electric
tractor capable of speeds up to 7
miles an hour.
We think it 's a remarkable
innovation. But an electric car it's not.
As a garden tractor for home
use, Elec-Trak T ca n take advantage of
character isti cs th at would be distinct
disadvantages in an electric ca r.
Th e ava ilability of fuel is no
rroblem for Elec-Trak . It's designed
fo r limited use near electrified
stru cture s, making overnight
recharging rossible.
The heavy weight of the
hattery, which wou ld slow down a
car, m eans greater applied traction
for Elec-Trak.
Because Elec- Trak must travel
;'It slow sreeds to do its jobs, there
are no aerodynamic energy losses to
take into co nsideration .

Still, one might expect Elec-Trak
to be the forerunner of a pollutionfree automobile . Perhaps it is. But
there are many crucial problems left
to he solved .
The most important one, of
co urse, is the development of a
substantially better electric battery.
Any ca r built to day would be severely
_ limited in range and performance,
~nd rrobably prohibitively expensive.
General Electric is making
rrogress on new batteries, but there's
;'I long way yet to go.
We 've experimented with z incair batteries. Sodium -sulfur batteries.
Silver-zinc batteries. Lithiumhalogen batteries. And others. There
are prohlems with all of them .
Prohlems of life -span , cost,
practicality.
Despite the problems, General
Electric scientists and engineers are
working for the breakthrough that
will make electric cars possible.
Maybe the breakthrough is
closer than we think. But we'll

GENERAL _

ELECTRIC

continue to work and leave the
predictions to someone else.

Why are we running this adl
We're running this ad, and
others like it, to tell you the things
General Electric is doing to solve
the problems of man and his
environment today.
The problems concern us
because they concern you. We're a
business and you are potential
customers and employees.
But there' s another, more
important reason . These problems
will affect the future of this country
and this planet. We have a stake in
that future . As businessmen. And,
simply, as people.
We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.

10022.
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Iranian Students' Story
Editor's note-This article,
the fourth in a series to be
concluded next semester, has
been the result · of a joint
research effort by the ISA and
the Missouri Miner. Any and all
factual statements have been
researched and referenced, and
anyone desiring knowledge as
to the source of the statements
may write the Missouri Miner
for complete ref erencing. These
facts are not ambiguous, but
are well-researched.
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The last article dealt with the
movement abroad by various
Iranian organizations united
under the Confederation of
Iranian students. Though their
attempts have been extremely
important, the actions of the
people in Iran itself have been
more important.
To fully understand the
revolts , protests and mass
demonstrations, it is necessary
to study the reasons behind the
movements. It can be safely
said that due to an economic
coUapse' of Iran and the results
stemming from it that the
people of Iran have grown
(liscontent with the government
in helping its people .
Iran is basically a backwards
nation . Statistics report that a
mean life expectancy of thirty
vears for Iranians with an ini;mt mort<lIity rate approaching
lifty per cent. In a report by a
I: S .
Senator
in
the
Congressional Record it was
pointed out that : "In Tabriz
,Iran's second largest city) we
encountered such poverty as we
had seen nowhere else in the
world up to then ... I visited a
c"rpet factory employing BOO
workers. 600 ci them children
hI,'tween the ages of 6 and 14."
The results of a broken
('ConolllY
wer e
evident

elsewh e r e particul a rl y in th e
late 50's and early si xties in the
dec ade following the Shah 's
tak eover .
Though
quite
an
Ira ni an
naus ea tin g,
news pa per reporte d in 1958:
" Whil e dea ling with a plague of
gra ss.hopp ers , governme nt
officials encountered the violent
opposition of the na tives in a
viUage 95 miles fromTeheran ;
the natives did not want to be
deprived of their main source of
food ... In Mehdiabad , the
(X'asants soften straw in water
for food ."
Educa tion has also suffered
as a paltry 4 per cent of
II,noo.ooo Irani ans living in its
nlral regions are the only
lite rate ones . There is a shortage of 15,000 teachers for Iran's
120n hi gh schools and 80
vocational schools . Only one in
nine that gradu ate from high
sc hool (which alread y puts
them with the elite) can attend
an institution ci higher learning
in Iran. There are 40,000
stud ents stud ying abroad
compared to 19,000 studying in
Iran.
With poor medical facilities ,
starvation, illiteracy, the true
problem is far from being
empha s ized. The largest
problem exists within the
government of Iran itself and
with its police force. Thousands
may die from hunger and this is
bad . but when in June of 1963
over 4000 unarmed peasants
were mowed down by the
Shah's police force while
protesti ng --this is entirely
inhuman a nd inexcusable .
Seventy -five news publications
were shut down in the first eight
months of 196.1 . The Sha h and
his police force and army have
tit'd dow n the popula tion.
In 1961 , Hubert H. Humphrey
was quoted as sayi ng: "Do you
know what th e head of the
Ir a nia n arm y told one of our

IV

people? He sa id the a rmy is now
in good sha pe, th ank s to U.S.
aid ·-: md is now capable of
coping with the civili a n
population . Tha t ar my isn ' t
planning to fi ght Ru ssians. It's
planning to fight the Irania~
(X'opl c ...
Anoth e r isol ated fac t con·
cerning the downfall of Iran is
that in 195 ~, heroin was vir·
tually unknown in Ira n. Now
approximately one in fiv e
youths is addicted .
With su ch social a nd
economi c condi tion s existing
and with such go ve rnmental
oppression , it is no wonder that
th e re hav e bee n a se ri es of
movem ents a nd protests .
Hundreds ha ve been arr ested
and imp r isoned from demon strations against the government. An yone opposing the
gov ernm ent ca n be arr ested
and tr ied in a pri va te court.
Rights of tre Iranian constitution have been dienied.
The re hav e bee n numerous
uprisings and they have grown
in fr equency and intensity .
Thousands have marched in the
cities demanding changes. The
.cause has reached the working
force as evidenced in massive
demonstrations against increased bus fare. The Kurdish
people of Iran have begun open
struggle against the Shah. The
list grows when one includes the
students who are continually
trying to solve the crisis of their
time.
As always , the Shah and his
military forces have put down
the movements , but it is
growing ever stronger with
each passing day . One might
say, that as an American, how
can I help ? The answer is to
CARE . The Iranian Students
are presently organi zi ng a mass
number of letters to the Iranian
Embassy and need the support
of the UM R students. Act now .

News Release
Draft Reclassification Info.
Registrants wishing to drop
deferments and be classified
into Class I-A status to take
advantage of a year-€nd policy
announced last month by the
Selective Service System, have
geen given until midnight,
December 31 , 1970, to file for the
reclassification . Such requests
must be received by local
boards by that date or carry a
postmark dated December 31,
1970 or earlier.

vethe
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The announcement is contained in instructions issued to
local board personnel by Dr.
Curtis W. Tarr, National
Director of Selective Service.
These
instructions
alter
previous policy which stated
that the application had to be in
the hands of local board personnel prior to a December
meeting of the local board.

!S.

more
problems
lis country
astake in
len. And,
\rnen~

:lectrt C,
. York, N.V.

In particular ,the instruction
to local boards will be of interest to men who hold high
numbers in the 1970 draft lottery. Should a young man hold a
number higher than that
reached by his local board-and
No. 195 has been set as the
highest number which any local
board can reach-:it is to his
advantage to voluntarily give
up his deferment ror a I-A

•
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classification. In these cases, he
will move to a lower draft
priority group on January 1,
1971 , with other members of the
1970 first priority group with
unreached numbers.
While recogni zing that young
men holding lottery numbers
over their local board "high "
could effectively limit their
vulnerability to the draft by
being classified into I-A by the
year's end, Dr . Tarr stated that
" the law allows young men to
elect whether they will apply for
a dererment and those young
men granted deferments should
be able to drop them if they
desire."
Dr. Tarr said the new policy
was issued because various
boards throughout the country
were scheduling their last
meetings of the year at different
times. By defining a specific
cutoff date, the new policy
allows all registrants an equal
amount or time to take ad vantage of the reclassification
orfer.
Previous to cha nging this
policy on dropping of deferments. registrants holding
dererments were generally
unable to voluntarily relinquish
them as long as they continued

to meet the criteria for deferment, except at the end of the
deferment period when they
could cancel them simply by not
submitting the necessary
documents for an extension.
The types of deferments
affected by the memorandum
are high school and college
deferments, occupational
de ferment s, agricultural
de ferments , paternity and
hardship deferments . The I-Y
classification, unacceptable for
milita r y ser vice e xcept in
na tional emergency , is not
affected by this new policy . Men
classified I-Yare not able to
voluntaril y
drop
this
classification .
Dr . Tarr pointed out that all
deferments are issued for
limited periods of time ,
generally for one year, and that
it is the responsibility of the
registra nt
to
submit
documentation for an extension
of his deferment. In the absence
of documentation, the new
Local Board Memorandum
instructs local boards to
promptly reclassify registrants
into I-A . This means that
registrants wishing to continue
their deferments should submit
the supporting documentation
to their local boards .

Final Exams

1. The final examination period will begin at 7:00 a .m . Monday,
December 14, 1970 and will end at 5:30 on Saturday, December 19,
1970.
2. No special final examination shall be given except on written
permission from the Dean of the School in which the final is given.
3. If a student has a conflict between two final examinations, the
subject regularly scheduled for the year in which he is classified
shall take precedence and the department teaching the other
subject shall arrange a special examination for him upon the
request of the Registrar.
4. Students with three final examinations scheduled on the same
day may request that the examination falling in the second period
on that day be moved to a different date . (If no examination for the
student is scheduled in the second period, the examination in the
fourth period will be moved.) Students with four examinations
scheduled on the same day may request that the second and~r
fourth examination be moved to another date. All of the above
requests are to be made in the Registrar 's Office at least one week
before the beginning of the final examination week.

5. The (inal examination will meet in the same room as the class is
taught, unless the scheduled room is changed by the instructor,
with the approval of the Registrar 's office. Rooms for common
finals will be assigned by the Registrar 's Office.
6. Courses scheduled for 4 or 5 credit hours which meet at the same
hour or at different hours during the week (for example , 9:30,
MWF, 1: 30 Tu, Th,) may hold final examinations at either of the
two periods assigned in the examination schedule.
7. Courses scheduled for 75 minutes two times per week will hold
their examinations at the times scheduled for the hour in which the
class begins.
B. Examinations for courses meeting at times which are not included in the schedule below may be held any time during the
examination period which is agreeable to the teacher and the
students. Arrangements must be made for the necessary rooms
through the Registrar 's Office.
9. Examinations should not last longer than two hours .
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - FALL 1970-71
Common final examinations will be given in C Sc 73, C Sc 21B, C Sc
338, EM 50, EM 100, EM 110, EM 150, Engl 1, Math 4, Math 6, Math
B, Math 21 , Math 22, Math 201, Phys 21 , Phys 23, Phys 24, Phys 25,
and Phys 107. The final exam will be given at thf' time listed for the
common final , not ccording to the scheduled class meeting time .

COURSE OR MEETI N~ TIME -

Tu,7:30 and Engl 1
Phys 21 , 23, 24, 25, f, 107
Mon , 11 : 30
Tu, 12:30

-

EXAMI NAT ION DATE:
Mond ay . Dec. 14
Mon day, Dec. 14

Monday . nee. 14
Mon day. nee . 14

Han . 3: 30
Tuesday. Occ .
F.M 50, 100, I SO, Math 4,8 , & 21 Tuesd ay. Dec .
Mon, 10:30
Tuesday. Oee .
Tu, 3:30
TUesday. Oee .

Tu , 9 : 30
C Se 21 8 ,
Mon , 8: 30
Tu , 2: 30

Wedn es day.
~fa th

201

Mon, 9:30

r:M 11 0, ~f:\t h
Tu , 8 : .~0
Tu, II :30
~km , i:30
C Sc 73 ~
Til. 1:30
~1on • 2 :30

~fo n

• 12: 30

" on. 1: 30
Tu, 10 :30

~ 38

" & 22

15
IS
IS
IS

nee. 16

Wednesday . f)ec. 16
Wed nesday . nee . 16
Wedn es day. Dec . 16

Thursday.
Thursda y .
Thu r sday.
Thurs da y .
Fr id ay .
Fr i day .
Friday.
Friday .

nee. 17
17
Oe c. 17
!lee . 17
Ot>c.

De c.
De c .
De c,
Dec.

18
18
18
18

Sat urday . Dec. 19
Sa t ur day. Dec. 19
Satur day. Dec. 19

EXAM I NATION T IME:
7: 30
10:00
1:00
3 :30
7: 30
10 : 00
1 :00
3:30
7 :30
10 : 00
1:00
3 :30

-

-

9: 30
12 : 00
3: 30
5 : 30
9 :30
12 : 00
3:00
5 :30
9:30
12 : 00
3.00
5:30
9:30
12 :00
3:00
5 :30

a. m.
noon

p . m.
p .m.

a.m.
noon

p .m.
p . m.
a . m.
noon

p .m.
p.m,

7 : 30
10 : 00
1 :00
3 :30

-

7:3 0
10:00
1 :00
3:30

- 9:30 a . m.
- 12:00 noon
- 3:00 p.m
- 5:30 p.m.

a ,m .
noon

p. m.
p. m.

7 : 30 - 9:30 a.m.
10:00 - 12:00 noon
1:00 - 3:00 p.m .
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Roger Clemons Named
Man Of The Month
Roge r Cl emon s has bee n
elec t ed B lu e Kev Man of the
~lo n th for December. Roger is a
Senior 1'1'0111 Kearney, Mo. and
is majoring in Engineer i ng
~lan .. gement.
Rog!'r has been very active in
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Christmas Message: Peace

both GDI and MRHA. I n MRHA
hc ha s ser ved as Pres ident and
in GO I he has been President,
Vice-President and Treasurer.
Hc was rewarded for his work in
these organizations by bei ng
named Independents Man of the
Ye .. r.
Roger is currently serving as
Vice -P resident of the Student
Council. He has also been active
in ASCE and CYR. He was also
a K ni gh t of St. Patric k l ast

yea r .

Roger Clemons

He has a l so served on the
foll ow i ng com mittees: Indepe nden t s Weeke nd, UMR
Boa I'd of Trustees for Student
Publ ic .. tions a nd the Chancell ors Centenni al Team.
Hi s gr eatest honor came th is
yea r when he was na m ed a
me mber of Who 's Who in
Am eri ca n
Colleg es
a nd
Uni ver si ties.

Phi Kappa Theta clisplays the Christmas spirit in li ghts and cedar.

1

t

Christmas dance proved to be a gala affair. The dance was held in the S.U.
Ballroom.

Christmas For Retarded Children
Th e Independents held a
Chri stm as par ty for the men-

tally re tarded children of State
Sc hoo l no. 23 on D ecembe r 7.

roy

Sho r tly af ter one o'c l ock Santa

Cl .. u3 (Roger Clemons) an ived
wit h pr ese n ts fo r all t he
ch i l dr en . Games were pl ayed
and songs were sung with the
childrc n by B . J . Howard, T .
Rot hermuck. J . Mason. C.
Morr is, and ma ny ot her
members of Ind epe ndents.

Technician installs new telephone system to go
into service this fall, provicling service to UMR
and Rolla area.

Refreshments wer e ser ved wi th
th e he l p of Mrs. Of f ner. M.
Spiry , and P. Polter. The pa r ty
ended wit h the chi ldr en singi ng.
"We Wi sh Yo u a Merr y
Chr istmas" and t ha nki ng t he
UMR studen ts for coming. Thi s
pa rt y is one of th e serv i ce
proj ects orga ni zed by the Independ ent s for th e holi day
season.

Merry Christmas
From The Mo. Miner

Thomas Jefferson residents add final touches to
their Christmas tree in the main lobby of the
hall.

Dames Sponsor Xmas Party
Children of UMR students ar e
invited to attend a Kiddi e
Chri stm as Party, at the Beta
Sig House Sunday Dec . 13, fr om
2: 00 t o :1::lO.
Sa nta will be th er e, a nd a
photogr apher to take pictures of
eac h child i f parent wi shes.
Mother s a r e ask ed to br i ng a

gift for their own child , not to
exceed $ ) .00 .
On e of th e hi ghl ights of the
party will be the decorating of
the Christmas tree, and all
children ar e asked to make and
br i ng a dec oration to hang on
th e tree. Ther e w i ll al so be
games and r efreshments.

Commencement
Speaker To Be
Donald Lasater
Donald E . Lasater, chairman
of the board and chief executive
officer of the Mercantile Trust
Company, St. Louis, will give
the address at the University of
Missouri-Rolla winter commencement exercises at 2 p.m.
Sunday (Dec. 20 ) in the MultiPurpose Building.
About 600 students are candidates for bachelor of science,
bachelor of arts, master of
science
and
doctor
of
philosophy degrees. Students
completed
degree
who
r equirements in August and
December will be graduated
this commencem ent.
In addition to his activities at
Mercantile Trust Co., Lasater is
also a director of Interco, Inc.:
Gener a l American Life Insurance Co.; Mercant ileCommerce Trust Co.: Mercantile Mortgage Co.: a nd
Mercantile International Corp.
In addition, he is a member of
the boards of the United Fund of
Greater St. Louis, the Municipal
Thea tre Associa tion, Junior
Achievement of Mississippi
Valley, Inc. ; Boys Town of
Missouri, the St. Louis area
Council of Boy Scouts of
America, the Metropolitan
YMCA, and the Museum of
~)cience and Natural Histocy.
He is a vice president and
member of the board of the
Chamber of Commerce of
Metropolitan St. Louis , a
member of the executive
committee of the Missouri
Chamber of Commerce, a
member of the board of trustees
of St. Louis University, and
chairman of the Clayton
Planning Commission .
Lasater attended Southeast
Missouri State College, the
University of Iowa and the
University
of
Southern
California , where he holds a law
degree. He is a member of the
American Institute of Banking,
a graduate of the National Trust
School
at
Northwestern
University and a member of the
Association of Reserve City
Bankers.
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Symposium To Feature Industrial Urban Waste Control
The University of MissouriRolla will present a special
centennia l symposium here
Feb. 8-9 on technology for the
future control of industrial a nd
urban wastes.
Educators and industrial
representatives will speak at
the symposium on present
technological methods for the
('ontrol of industrial and urban

wastes and on future problems
in this area . Topics to be considered will include urban
pollution control, prospects for
recycling of natural resources ,
problem waste products of the
fut ure and how educationa l
in s titutions and industry can
work together effecti ve ly
toward the solution of these

Dr. Bobby Wixson, UMR
associate professor of environm e nta l hea lth is co·
director of the sympos ium.
According to him the preservation of our env ironm ent will
be largely dependent upon the
development and application of
modern technology to effectively control existing and
futur e
tion .

"In the coming decade,"
No rm Ho eft. industri a l codirector says, ,·the scope ana
magnitude
of
pollution
problems wi ll surpass that of
the previous century. The high
national priority of protecting
our env ironm ent is possible
onlv through the compatibility
of educatio n , technology,
legislation and

aJ
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UMR To Offer
Portuguese
The University of MissouriRolla will offer an intensive
non-<!redit cOlESe in the Porb.Iguese language Jan. 4-15.
The course will meet Mondays through Fridays, starting
at 9 a.m. in the Rolla Building,
Room 102. Each day there will
be four hours of classroom
instruction and two hours of
practice in the language
laboratory .
The purpose of the course is to
provide the participant with a
basic ability to speak and read
Portuguese . Those who complete this course should have
the ability to converse in
Portuguese
with
native
speakers on general subjects.
They also should be able to read
Portuguese language materials
with aid of a dictionary .
The class will be Ii mited to 20
students. Registration fee is
$160 and the instructor is Lon
Pearson.
Further information may be
obta1ned and registration may
be made by contacting the
Extension Division. Deadline
for registration is Dec . 20.

B

The /am pyridae beetle fa '11:!y .
Deli ght of small boys. Biaio]icel
light bulb. And prime source of
raw material for another Du Pont
innovation.
Luciferase, an enzymatic protein
with intriguing properties, obtainable on ly from fireflies. Luciferin ,
an organic molecule also found in
fireflies, but synthesi zab le. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), a common
energy-yielding substance found in
all living cells.
Those are the three main ingredients in /ampyridae's love light.
And because A TP is common to all
living cells, university researche rs
discovered they could produce an

now get a di gita l readout of bacteria
concentration in a matter of minutes.
Other potentially lifesaving uses
for the biometer are being suggested every day-such as diagnosing metabolic rates, enzyme deficiencies and nerve damage_
Innovation-applying the known
to discover the unknown, inventing
new materials and putting them to
work, using research and engineering to create the ideas and products
of the future-this is the venture
Du Pont people are engaged in.
You can become one of them,
and advance profeSSionally in your
chosen field. See your Du Pont
Recruiter. Or send us the coupon.

ar:iflcial Ulow by mixing luciferin
and iuci f erase wherever life is
present.
Noting that p.henomenon, Du Pont
sc ientists and engineers went on
to develop it into a practical analytical system. Correlating the intensity of the artificial "glow" with
the amount of ATP present in
bacteria, they designed a means of
measuring the reaction.
The result ' is the luminescence
biometer-the first really basic improvement in bacteria-counting
methods since the time of Louis
Pasteur. Rather than waiting days
for a culture to demonstrate growth
denSity, a doctor or technician can

r----------------------------------,

I

I

:

Du Pont Compa ny
Room 7890. Wilmington. DE 19898

:

:
:

I'd like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in

:
:

Name

:
I

I

I

I

:

I

University _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

I

I
I

Degree _ _ _ _ _ _ 'Graduation Dale _ _ _ __

I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Z i p _ _ _

:

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)

:

I
I

I

----------------------------------~
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Ventures for better livi ng .
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Eleven Miners
Selected For
All-MIAA Squads

'1.~o'§INER SPOR TS

n

h

GLENN JENSEN, SPORTS EDITOR

g

e

Miners Drop Season Openers
by El'llie Cagle
The UMR Miners lost both of
their opening games of the 197071 season. Last Wednesday
night they fell to a powerful
Kansas State College
from
Pi ttsburg by the score of 73-63

game' holding a ten-point edge.
Head Coach Billy Key and the
squad ull felt that they could
have won the game, but a few
mentul lapses during the game
cost the I\liners when Pittsburg
got some easy shots from the
floor or ' the Mfners turned

Rolla squad hit on only 21 of 67
shots from the fi eld for a
meager :ll per cent and on 21 of
:36 free throws for 58 per cent.
Peters ended up with 23 points ,
follow ed by Randy Deaver with
sixteen. Rodney LeGrand
talli ed only two points in the
second half and ended with II.
Eric Gredell and Paul Pederson
both scored five.
Saturday night the Miners
truveled toSt. Loui s to tangle
with
the
Bears
from
Washington University. They
came out on the short end of
that game, also , despite leading
throughout the first ~4 minutes
of pla y.
The Bears, ha ndi capped by a
lack of height a nd experience,
still pla yed gritty defense and
managed to stay in the game.
The first half was close, with the
Miners holding a scant lead at
the ha If . The second half sa w
Washington University fight
back and with six minutes left to
play the Bears took the lead on
field goa ls by Rich Luecking
and Scott Neunuebel, 60-56. The
Miners tried to fight back , but
missed s hot s dimmed their
chances a nd the Bears never
relinquished the lead .
Sophomore Pat Curry led the
Washington University squad
as he poured through nineteen
points . However , game honors
went to liMR sophomore Rich
Peters who tallied 26. Randy
Deaver showed exceptionglly
consistent shooting and ended
with 20 points. The Miners also
got support from Rodney
leGrand who scored ten. but
the rest of the Miners had a very

cold night from the fi eld and the
Min ers fell to 0-2 on th e season.
In the first two contests. the
Minrs got good scoring efforts
from Rich Peters and Randy
Dea ver, but the rest of the
squad has not provided enough
scori ng punch to keep the
Miners on top. Peters is hitting
a 24.5 points per game clip a nd
Deaver is averaging IB, and
Rodney LeGrand is the only
other Mi ne r to be in double
figures for a contest.
Both Coac hes Key and
Kirksey feel that the Miners will
win their share of games , but
the you ng squad will take some
time to develop into a top-notch
team. They feel that , even
though the Miners have opened
the season poorly, they st ill
deserve and need the support of
Miner fans. To qu ote Coach
Kirksey , "There is nothing as
great as a ra bid fan-they can do
a lot for a ball club. "
The Miners traveled to Edwardsville last night to tack le
the Southern llIinois University
Cougars and will be back in
town Sturday night against
Harris Teachers ' College. Then,
Monday night of finals week,
they will open M IAA conference
play agai nst Southeast Missouri
State from Cape Girardeau at
the
UMR ' Multipurpose
Building. During Christmas
break, the Miners will undertake a rugged road schedule
made necessary by the odd
schedule of classes this year.
The Miners will travel to
Milwaukee,
Maryville ,
Kirksville , Ca pe Gir ardea u,
.Jefferson Citv. and Chicago.

Sophomore Rich Peters initiates the 1970
basketball season by controlling the opening tipoff.
and on Saturday night they fell
to the Washington Universi ty
Bears 68~.
The Miners took an early lead
in the first game 4-3, but soon
gave way to the hot-shooting
Gorillas and trailed most of the
first half. The score at the hall
was Pi ttsburg 37, Miners 2:1.
Mike Jones from Pittsburg led
aU scorers at the halftime break
as he netted 12 poirts. KState's
Doug Baker totaled 8 points and
Doug Dodge and Lou Dunn had
six apiece. Rodney LeGrand
led the Miners in the first half as
he scored nine and was followed
by Randy Deaver with eight.
The second hall saw the
cagers from Pittsburg open up
their lead at one point to .
fourteen points, but the Miners
fought gamely back, led by big
center Rich Peters. Peters, a
sophomore, ri pped the nets for
eighteen points in the second
half and helped the Miners fight
back to an eight point deficit
before Pittsburg closed the

•

the ball over. The Miners als(
suffered from a poor shootin!
night both from the field and a
the charity stripe.
K-State's Jones led all scorer.,
as he tallied 2B points for th( '
contest. Jones hit eight of nil\(
shots he took from the field ant
twelve of fourteen from tht
free-throw line. Baker ended
the game with twelve points and
Dodge ulSo tallied twelve. As u
team the Gorillas shot 46.4 per
cent from the field and 72 per
cent from the free throw line.
The I\liners' shooting per-

First Team
Offense
Steve Eckjnger (CMS. Sr.)
til'
D. Cummi ngs (NEMS Sr .)
til'
Larry Shea rs (LU. Sr.)
1I0h 111'1')'\' (l 'Mit. Sr.) tie
Ed Moss iSEMS Jr. ) Uie
1I0b Soml'l'\'ille (lIMB. Jr.)
Tom Geredine (NEMS.
Soph.)
Mike Berentes (NE MS . Sr.)
Mike Cluck (SWMS,Sr.)
Tony Frusco (CMS , Sr.)
Steve Johnson (SEMS, Sr.)
IIl'u{'" Williams (l )MB . .lr.)
Ron Helm (SEMS,Sr.)

QB
QB
TB
F'B
F'B
WB
TE
SE
T
T
G

G
C

Defense
K. Berbermeyer (NEMS. Sr.) E
E
Collis J ames (LU.Soph.)
E
J ack Martin (SEMS . Sr. )
T
I). J\ll-A llist!'r (l iMB . Sr.;
T
Essex Crawford (LU. Soph.) NG
Er1l1 a nstt'i n ( l 'MB. Sr.)
LB
Au lhrey Johnson (NEMS.
Sr. )
LB
LB
Stun Ricker (SWMS , Sr. )
DB
DB
FI'I'r1 Whitl' ( l 'MB. Sr.)
DB
DB
Willie Burkes (LU. Soph .) DB
Ron Colli er (CMS , Jr. )
DB
Sl'conr1 Team
Offense
S. Kuhiack <l 'MB .Jr. ) tie
I. ('lemons (CMS . Soph.) tie

S. McCluskey (N WMS. Jr. )
Gabe Colema n (LU. Sr.)
Eddie Coates (CMS, Sr. )
Stt'\'(' Kutska ( l 'MB . .11'.)
Jim Lacey (N EMMS. Sr.)
B. Johnson (NWMS. Jr. ) tie
Larry Wooten (LU . Jr. ) tie
Greg Mastroanni (CMS. Sr.)
f)l'nnis Smith ( l 'MB .. Jr .1
Ol'fl'ns('
Dan Williams ( l 'MB. Sr.)
Shad Davis (CMS. Sr.) til'
G. Simpson (CMS. Soph . ) tie
Steve Nixson (CMS. Soph .)
Greg Skinner (N EMS. Sr.)
Mikt' Mool'(, (l 'MB. Sr.)
Steve Shepard (SWMS , Jr.)
Dennis Yates (CMS. Jr .) tie
D. Mackey (SEMS . Soph. ) tie
W. Martin (LU. Soph.) tie
J . Wingate (N WMS, Fr. ) tie
W. Jordan (LU. Soph.) tie
M. Hukriede (SWMS . Jr. ) tie
Rich Sanders (SEMS,-Jr. )
Harold Brown (CMS, Jr. )

NOTICE!
A bit ot added color to this year's Miner

APO will open their
Bookstore
Thursday ,
January
21
in
the
STU DEN T U N ION
CLOAKROOM. HOlrs : 9:00
to 4 :00 p.m.

•
m-po~~m~g:i:r~ls~
.............~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~i

indication of why they lost. .
The
ce.n.t.ag.e.p.r.oo.a.b.ly.g.a.v.e.t.he.he
.s.t. . . .b.a.S.k.e.t.b.a.ll.a.r.e. th.e
. . .po
..
..

Alex Pizza Palace
Alex's Pizza Palace is a restaurant you WIll llnd very popular with the UMR student body. They feature Pizza that
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite. Cleanliness
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and eve r y
precaution is taken to see that you get food prepared under
the most sanitary conditions.

NOTICE!

Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business
connections at Alex's Pizza Palace.

ASCE
Rev . D. C. Bakely will
speak on --Cooperation of
Agencies in the Inner Oty"
at 7 :~o Tonight , Dec . 9 in
CE 114. DOOR PRIZE'

Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when
you dine at" ALEX·s." We suggest that for a r eal din I n g
pleasure you visit Alex's Pizza Palace often. The address Is
122 W. 8th Street in Rolla. Open4p.m. till 2 a.m. seven days
a week. Call 364-2669 for immediate delivery to your door.

Diehl
Montgomery, Inc.
Rolla, Missouri

Ford - Lincoln - Mercury - T -Bird
.Continental
DRIVE YOUR HEW CAR BEFORE YOU GRADUATE I
See Us For Your Special Student Pay Plan

On Hew Or Used Cars.
Paym.nts Tailored Whil. You Are In School And Out.

I

\,
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Tankmen Nab Third At Cape Relays;
Defeat Indians In Dual Meet
III' I'al 1.\'011 '
Th(' ~lin'e r sw i illmin g team
\\'01' thr ir seco nd du a l in as
II l<1Il \ . tri es last wee kcnd as they
sW;lli lpcd . outheast Mi souri
State at Cape Girardeau 74-:19.
The ~line r s had an excell ent
team perform ance as weU as
so me r ecord -br eaking i ncti vidual "aces .
In the lll eet's opcning event,
Lance Killor an broke the UMR
mark in the IOO-yard ba ck
strok e as he l ed th e 400 -ya rd
medl ey r el ay t ea m to a n
opening vi ctory . Jim Glasa al so
se t a school record as he won
the next event. Jim sped to an
II : 31.4 timi ng in th e 100 ya r d
freestyle to capture the event
ahead of second place fini sher ,
UMR's Tom Kreutz.
SEM S swimmer Stifflem an
look top honors in the 200-ya rd
fr ees t y l e, but he had to brea k
thcir schoo l r ecord to beat UMR
fr es hm an Jim Entwi stle.
Don Stei nneI'd won the 50yard freestyle as he sped to a
24.7 seconds tim e and Rick
Marshall se i ze d a no th er fir st
pl ace for the Miner s by winning
thc 200-yard individu al medley .
Ron Dutton took second pl ace
in the diving competi tion behind
Ca pe's Young, but he also set a
UMR school record in the
JlI'ocess as he talli ed 182.4 points
off the one-m eter board .
Jack Belsh e cI ipped alm ost a
full second off the UMR school
mark as he won th e 200-yard

butterflv with a tim e of 2:29.5.
Gar y o'uffey too k th ird for the
~lin e r s in that eve nt. .Jim Entwi s tl e w on th e IOO-ya rd
freestyle by pos ting a 5:1.2
S('co nd tim e as Stev e Williams
ti ed SEMS's Stiffl eman for
second .
L a nce Kill oran swept top
honor ~ in the 200-yard ixlck
strok e and Jim Glasa and Tom
Kreutz ca ptured th e top two
honor s in the 500-y ard freestyle .
Gla sa 's tim e of 5 : ~.4 eclipsed
the UMR school r ec ord for the
ev ent.
Rick Marshall won his second
event of the day as he swam to
a 2: 29 .6 timing in the 200-yard
breas t stroke and Jim Dameron
broke the school r eeord in the 3meter diving competition, even

SPORTS LINE-UP .
VARSITY BASKE T BALL
Dec . 12
Dec . 14
Jan. 4
Jan . 9
Jan . II

Harri s Teachers College
SE MS . Cape Giarard ea u
Univ . Wi sconsin -Milwaukee
NWMS . Mar y ville
NE MS . Kirk sville

Rolla
Rolla
Milwaukee, Wi s.
Maryville , Mo.
Kirk sville, Mo.

VARSITY SWIMMING
Dec . 11
Dec 12

NOTICE!

Conway , Ark .
Conway , Ark .

Hendri x Classic
Hendri x Relays

VARSITY WRESTLlNG

F'aculty
night
next
semester will be on Friday
night instead of Wednesday
night.

$

though he did fini sh third .
In the fin al event of the meet.
the M incr s swept to a first olace
finish in the 400 yard freestyle
relay to run up their final score.
The M incrs fini shed thi I'd the
next day in th e Cape Relays
behind We. tern Kentucky 11 :12
points I and Drury College 1J 14
points l. The Miners posted Il2
points in the eight team com petition as they fini shed third in
thc 400-yard medl ey relay, the
:\00 back stroke th e 300 breast
strok e, the 6m freesty le. the 200
medley , and the 400 freestyle
r elays , as well as fifth in the 200
freest vie and the ~O butterfly
relays' and a second in the 300
individu a l medl ey relay . The
Miner s finished third in both the
hmd :I-meter diving .

Dec. 12
Jan9
Jan . II

CMS . Quadrangle meet
NWMS . Maryville
NEMS . Kirksville

$ $ S A V E $ $. $
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY - 8:30 to 6:00

TOP 'HAT LOUNGE

Warrensburg, Mo
Maryville, Mo
Kirksville, Mo.

UMR Riflemen Place Second;
Gastrich Fires Top Score
The University of MissouriRolla Rifle Team ventured to
Lexington,
Kentucky
on
N ovem ber 20 to fi re in the
K entucky State Indoor Rifle
Championship . The
team
realized that the top teams in
the nation would . be present
atnd wanted to improve its sixth
pl ace national ranking .
At B:OO p .m. on November 21,
the Rolla team moved to the
Kentucky rifle range to do
battle. The first position was
prone wi th a possible of 400
points. Kent Gastreich shot a
:I\JB followed closely by Robert
Hill's :197 and Jon Howell's 394
and Jeff Hafkemeyer's 393. The
team at that point had visions of
success . ,
Moving : nto the kneeling
position the tea m started
having problems. Robert Hill ,
shooting with a bone chipped in
hi s kn ee, had probl ems shooting
onl y :161 ---Hbout 20 points below
hi s average. Jeff Hafk emeyer
a lso had a f ew probl em s, but
shot a :171. K ent Gastreich fired
it :mB and Howell shot a 386.
With
th e most difficult
position of standing left to fire,
the t eam bore down, trying to
overcome the points lost in
kneeling. Robert Hill, one of the
nation 's most consistently high
scoring standing shooters, led
the team with .a blazing :359.
Kent Gastreich' s strong 354
added more points. Jon Howell,
a consistent competitor, fired a
:142, and Jeff Hafkemeyer
finished with a 32~.
Even with the team's standing score it was unable to beat
the Tennessee Tech team effort
of HilI out of 41100. Rolla's 4466

was enough to finish second out
of a field of fifteen in the
collegiate division.
All-American small bore rine
shooter Kent Gastreich's effort
of 1140 out of 1200 easily won the
trophy for first place in the
college division .
Now ranked tentatively
fourth in the nation, the UMR
squad traveled to Kansas State
University , where the top fifteen teams in the nation were
once again present. With the
present team showing more
promise than the team of 1968
which finished second in the
nation . the match at Kansas
was a real challenge . Scores on
that meet are not yet available.

Intramural
Standings
NIIJ!>" Sig
Tech Club
L"mbd" Chi
59 '(TS

Sigma Pi
Engineer's
Sig Ep
Sh"mrock
Sigma Nu
Dell<I Sig
TJ
Phi Kap
~IRHA

TEKE
Nlppa Alpha
Bet<l Sig
PiKA
Sig Tau
(;lmpus
Dell<l Tau Della
P-Club
A Phi A

942.00
1140.75
11:12.50
Im.50
HI~ . 50

796.00
779.(~)

7M.flO
750.50
747.00
746.00
717.25
7m.00
699.50
6M.flO
616.50
6m.Oo
544.25
5ll.50
516.00
491.00
4:l2.25

ABOVE A.B.C. BOWLING LANES

Christopher Jewelers
805 PINE STREET

***

CA TERING TO UMR

The Complete Service Jeweler

BILL'S BURGER BASKET
212 HWY. 63 SOUTH

Featuring The Finest Quality

Chuck Burgers - Steaks - Chops
Heavenly Fried Chicken
"K's Out Of Yhis World"
CALL 364-9929

FOR CARRY OUT ORDERS

C

TI

~orr

dele
fillJl

lOur

ill~

theil
~am

bill
add

In
1lxin
~;Jd

Fror

11cto
Ma
11th
goals

BEER

TALK

T,G,I.F, HEADQUARTERS
MICHELOEl ON TOP
609 ROLLA STREET

T

T
/11 H'hieh Ih e e£llidid (,IIIIIIOis.H·lIr lIlISH 'N
lIhOUI Bel'/', lind IIII' drillkillg of' .l'lIrrll' .

,I'

llllt'Sli(}I/.I'

DEAR ED: 1'111 burned up because
aft cr a weekend romp in Ihe w0od s,
I fo rgo t 10 pUI a Icrto vcr 6-p;lk
o f l3ud w<:i ser in Ihe refrig<:rat0r.
Everybody sa y, you can't chill beer
twi ce, S0 what should I do?

FUMING

vi

Ilinls
finish,
Tho
tlImm

m~an

mb;,S
and n
ROt!;1

wilhlll
l.1mb
~~RA

DEAR FUMING: First.
coo l on-, pal. Then C{)ol
oil' that Buu .. to your
heart' s contcnt (o r
about 40°).
Th erc's no problcm ,
becau se a really good
hee r lik e Bud \Vc iser
is jw;t as go od when
yo u icc it twi cc.
But I can ' t resi st
mentioning th at there is an
en sy way to av o id thc situation altogether ,
Just make sure there' , no Bud left ovcr!

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

PACKED IN STA-HOT CONTAINERS
ANHIUSIR·IUSCH. INC • Sl , LOUIS. HIWAIk • LOS ANGHIS • lAM'A • HOUS10N • COLUMIUS • JACKSONVIlLt • •UII.ACK

and \\"

l'Jin~ .

970
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T. J. Cap.tures Intramural Basketball Crown
By Stl'\'1' .Jankowski
Thomas Jefferson came from
behind in the final seconds to
send the regulation game into
overtime before winn ing a
thrilling 52-50 decision over
Tech Club in the finals of the
1970 intramural basketball
tournament. Tech Club led the
see-sa w battle 50-48 with less
than ten seconds to play when
Vinnie Budd hit a 17-loot jump
shot to knot the game. Both
teams squandered scoring
opportunities in the overtime

period until T .J.'s Terry Frake
dumped in a short jumper in side the key to provide Thomas
Jefferson's margin of victory.
Don Hemenover led a ll
scorers as the T.J. forward
scored 20 points, followed by
~'rake with 13 and Budd with 12.
AI House netted four points and
Jeff McNabb had two. Keith
Zei se l had only one point , but
provided leade rship on the Door
as. well as exce ll e nt ball hancUing .
Herb Bailey led Tech Club

wit h 12 points, followed by Al
Zaborac with 10 a nd Barry
Koene man with nine.
In the ba ttIe for third place,
Eng ineer's Club came back
from a 23-22 halftime deficit to
defeat MHRA 54-44. Ed Emery
scored 20 points for Engine Club
while Dick Graham had 10.
Siders scored 14 and Widn er 13
for MHRA.
The
fina I
intramural
basketball stand ings are:
1. Thomas Jefferson
310
2. Tech Club
300

3. Engine Club
4.MHRA
5. Lambda Chi
6.5ger's
7. Kappa Sigma
8. Sigma Phi Ep
9. TKE

290
280
265
265
250
230
230

10. Delta Tau Delta
II. Sig Tau Gamma

12. Shamrock
13. Prospectors
14 . Kappa Alpha
15. Sigma Pi.
16. Phi Kap

230
200
200
200
170
170
170

T. J. Dolls Take Second Title;
Capture Lead In 'Mural Race
hy [)a \'I' Antonucci
The
Thomas
Jefferson
wome n's intramural team
d'efeated Rolla 1,17-1 3, in the
finals of the women's basketba ll
tournament to cap a n un defeated season and strengthen
their ' lead in Women 's in tramurals. The T .J. team also
tied for first in table tennis to
add to their lead .
In th e basketball fina ls ,
Thomas J e fferson took an ear ly
lead and led at the half 12-3.
Fro m there, they coasted to
vi clory in the second ha If .
Marge Kel ley led all scorers
with seven points on three fie ld
goals a nd a free throw. Magg ie

Corriga n, one of the defensive
sta rs of T.J . scored four and tall
Jan Schafer tallied four. Vicki
Hosfeld scored five for Rolla I,
all of them coming in a determined second-half comeback
effort. Linda Wo llard scored
three to ta ke runner-up honors
for Rolla I .
Jeffer son
was
Thomas
awarded fifty poi nts for their
first place a nd Rolla I received
forty . WRHA took third in the
tourname n t,
follow ed
by
Lambda Sigma and Wesley.
Marge Kelley also showed ·her
pr owess at table tennis, winning
the s ingles tournament for
Thomas
Jefferso n.
The

doubles
c hampIO ns
were
Durand
and
Hardwick
from Lambda Sigma.
Minich took runner-up honors
for Lambda Sigma in singles
competit ion and Ous ley a nd
Schafer were runners-up in
doubles.
In the overall championship
battle, Thomas Jefferson and
Lambda Sigma tied in table
tennis a nd both received 13.5
intramural points . Rolla I was
tied fo r third a nd received 7.5

The camera stops a bit of action in the MRHA vs
Engine semi-final game.
125
125
125
125
125
125
90

17 . Campus Club
HI. Alpha Phi Alpha
19. Delta Sig
20. Theta Xi
21.Sigma Nu
22. Pi KA
21. Beta Sig

24. Acacia
25. Wesley
26. BSU
27. Theta Chi
28.AEPi
29. Triangle
30. Liahona

Thomas JeHerson

Residence Hall

T: J. Dolls huddle together after championship
vIctory.
points as did WHRA. Wesley
fini shed fifth.
Th oma s Jefferson took a
commanding lead in Women's
intramurals with their victories
in basketball a nd ta ble tennis
and now have 120.75 points.
Rolla I is a d ista nt second
with 116.5 points, barely ahead of
Lambda Sigma with 83 .5.
WHRA has a total of 55.25 points
and Weslev has 27.5 intramural
points .
.

Th e girls sti II have a full
sc hed ule of eve nts, sta rtin g
next semes ter. Volleyball starts
January 27 with entries due
January 21. Intramural bowling
for the girls is March 27 a nd
tenni s doubles start March 29
with entries due March 24.
Track will be held May 3-4 with
entries due April 28. The archery meet will be April 19-20
with entries due for the match
on April 14 .

202 West 18th Street

SUMMER RESIDENCE
CENTER
The THOMAS JEFFERSON Residence Hall for M en and Women
a djacent to th e Campus of th e Un ive rsity of M issouri at Rolla
is now taking reservations for summer term occupancy .

•

IT'S THE NEW

ROCK VILLA
Regular Hours: 11 :00 A.M. - 1:30 A.M. (Midnight Sat.)
SERVING THE FINEST FOOD AROUND
Join Us In Our Happy Hours
4:00-6:00 P.M. On Fridays '
Giant Pitcher Of Schlitz Far $1.00

lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 10
PHONE: .364-1301

ROLLA, MO.

•

MARTIN SPRING DR •

Telephone 364-5766

Completely air conditioned - only completely air
conditioned residence hall at the University of Missouri at Rolla .

•

Carpeted , quiet hallways .

•

Outdoor swimming pool.

•

Fine food , available on premises .

•

Recreational facil it ies (billiard
tele v i sion, card r ooms ).

•

Meeting rooms .

•

Ample parking on premises .

•

Ex cell ent accessibility

•

Maid ,ervice .,

room,

lounges with

80
60
60
60
40

25
25

I

\
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Sidelines
•• . Miner Sports Editorial
II.'"

{;)1'1I11 .J1~1S1'1I

The 1970 University of
~Iissouri -Rolla baske'tball
SE'a son
is
somewhat
inauspiciously under way and
thE' ~li ners have yet tocomeout
on top. They have shown flashes
of bri lliance a t times and at
others looked rather dull. This
ClIl be expected of some of the
younger players , but is
somewhat inexcusa ble in some
of the veterans. Randy Deaver
is the on ly real veteran that has
shown a ny resembl a nc e of
consistency. For the Miners to
get on the winning track, Coach
Ke~' 's junior vets are going to
ha ve to prov ide m ore of a spark
to the ball club. Potential stars
like Eric Gredell, Rob Sandhaus. and Keith Davidson are
going to h.1Ve to blossom to their
full abilities for the Miners to
get out of a rut and have a
\\~nning season.
Sophomore Rich Peters has
shown great potential and
Rodney LeG rand has shown
that he can provide real
leadership on the floor, though
his shooting at times has been
somewhat erratic.
The MissolJri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association has gone
along with the national trend in
tryi ng to squeeze more footba 11
into their seasons by allowing
its seven member school to
schedu le e leven games next
faU . This will bring in more gate
receipts for its schools, but
could hinder the style of play of
each sc hool concerned. First,
the presence of the extra game
allows more opportunity for
injuries, one of the Miners '
nemises this year and could
clash with the opening of the

have had outstanding success
with nonconference opponents
and could have trouble trying to
find quality competition.
Also, the MIAA received a
petition from Missouri Southern
at Joplin requesting admission
to the MIAA. Missouri Southern
usually has an exce ll ent
basketball team but little else,
so without a stepped up
program, their value to the
conference could be dubious.
Practi",,11

intramural fan and player will
applaud the Athletic Depart:
ment's decision to move faculty
night to Friday night, doing
away with Friday night competition in intram ura ls and
allowing many Miners to get out
of town for their weekend attempts at leisure a tittle earlier.
Kappa Sigma now has a strong
lead in intramurals, but with a
full s late of events coming up
next semester, there are still a
lot of teams in content ion for the
ti
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Miners Dominate MIAA Stats;
Sommerville Leads Receivers
Statistically speaking, the
Miners ranked well in the
MIAA, despite their fifth place
finish.
Bobby Somerville
headed the list as he led the
league in number of pass
receptions with 72--nearly
doubling the previous UMR
record. He ranked second in the
MIAA in reception yardage.
Steve Kubiak rated a second
place finish in the conference in
rushing , carrying 109 times for
a 5.7 yard average. Although
Bob Berry ranked 17th in
average per run, he finished
fourth in total yardage rushing.
Bob tied for third in the MIAA
scoring race.
Pat Godwin completed 128 of
271 pases for 1611 yards to finish
third in the MIAA. He also
threw 12 touchdown passes.
Ross Bacon, who was injured
in the game agail;st Chicago

Circle, still finished third m the
loop in punt returns and Freddy
White ranked fifth. Bacon also
finished fourth in kickoff
returns.
Leading the conference in
rushing was Cape Girardeau's
Rich Attig who ran for 6.2 yards
per carry. Passing leader was
Kirksville 's Don Cummings. He
threw 281 times and completed
128 for 2221 yards. Mike
Berentes of Kirksville caught 48
passes, but his 946 yards led the
league .
Kim Godwin , Pat's brother,
was the top punter in the MIAA
as he averaged 40.4 yards per
boot. Steve Eckinger of CMS
and Pete Robertson of NEMS
tied for scoring honors as both
scored ten touchdonws and
made good on one two point
conversion.

"Twelfth Man Award"
To Lambda Chi Alpha

• b.a.s~k~e~t~.a.l~l.~A~I~S.O.,.t.he. .M.I.·n.e.r.s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~.Cheerleaders
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Wednesday, December 9, 1970

And What Else
Would You
Like For
Christmas?"

Lambda Chi Alpha has been
announced as the recipient of
the annual " Twelfth Man
Award" for 1970. Second place
went to MRJ and third place
went to Campus Club.
The award is presented to the
organization which provides the
most spirit in backing the
football Miners. Posters and
signs giving the Miners support
as well as organized cheering
are taken into consideration in
judging for the trophy.
Traditionally, the Miners
were playing a football game
a nd were down to a ten-man
squad
due
to
injuries .

Numerous fans offered their
assistance and thus the
spectators became known as
the "TweUth Man" on the
football team. This year the
judging was particularly difficult due to the great support
which the Miners received.

NOTICE!
Shamrock Club will have
interviews
for
new
members, Friday night ,
December 11 , 7:00 p.m. at
the Club .

Why Not Do The Unexpected?

Surprise People
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KENMARK
SPORTING
GOODS
904 PINE

Give A Case Of

Michelob
For Christmas
c

